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1. Introduction 

Nowadays solar energy is a key factor on global energetic politics. However, in society there is still a lack of 
understanding of its underlying working principles (Goswami, 2001), even more widespread applications as 
PV (photovoltaic) and solar thermal flat collector, and although it is easy to find working examples in homes, 
buildings and neighborhoods. Specific educational tools are being developed and their use should contribute 
to a more conscious knowledge of performance and capabilities of the solar applications. Concentrated solar 
power CSP has been the latest technology to join this process and, although in principle its main goal is the 
production of huge quantities of electricity in big plants, it also has a high potential benefit to society in 
medium-high temperature (>150ºC) demands and high energy load applications, such as hospitals 
sterilization systems or industrial heating processes. Specific features of CSP devices as concentration optics, 
direct normal irradiance utilization and sun tracking requirements make more complex a descriptive 
approach to systems performance being very suitable in educational activities the support of computer tools, 
provided that they have a consistent foundation and a realistic interface. Scale models and remote or virtual 
laboratories, as well as interactive simulators, have become an important resource in the engineering field to 
provide technical knowledge to plant operators and students, as shown in Guzmán et al. (2007).For example, 
Johansson (2000) presented a quadruple-tank process laboratory used to perform exercises with interest in 
the field of the automatic control and chemical engineering, while an interactive tool of the same process is 
proposed by Dormido and Esquembre (2003) as an inexpensive alternative to the use of scale models. In the 
case of Ko et al. (2001), a web-based laboratory is used to perform experiments on a coupled tanks system, 
and Costa-Castelló (2005) proposes an educational laboratory plant to teach automatic control concepts on 
repetitive control. In the field of mobile robotics, Guzmán et al. (2008) presents an interactive tool designed 
that allow students to perform experiment with different motion planning algorithms.  

In the present work, an interactive didactical simulation tool, developed to help in the transmission of the 
solar parabolic-trough basic working principles is presented. This tool has been designed to present a high 
degree of interactivity, following a what-you-see-is-what-you-get (WYSIWYG) philosophy. The next 
objectives were defined during the tool development stage: (i) to provide the users a graphical representation 
that could catch both, children and adults eye, (ii) to define a friendly way to manipulate the different 
parameters involved in the simulation, (iii) to provide not only the simulation, but basic theoretical contents 
on both, the phenomena influencing the process and the model equations applied in this simulator, (iv) to 
provide an audio guide on theoretical contents to make it easier to access them, and finally, (v) to become 
useful to help in the transmission of knowledge to people with and without previous knowledge on the matter 
and different educational levels.  

The work is distributed as follows. In section 2, the theoretical contents included within the tool are defined. 
In section 3, the tool human-user graphical interface is presented, explaining the reasons after each element 
interaction method and the relation between the different parameters and their graphical feedback. Section 4 
introduces the model equations implemented in the simulator and finally, in section 5, conclusions of the 
experience on using this tool in different kind of events and future work have been defined. 

2. Theoretical contents 

It is important to highlight that a didactical tool has no sense if there is not theoretical contents to teach 
through it. That is, the theoretical contents to teach are the most important element, and they must be defined 
prior to design a didactical tool to help transmitting them. Then, the graphical capabilities of a tool must be 



analyzed to choose the best way to apply them to the educational task. 

In the case of the solar parabolic trough collectors, there are several phenomena whose influence is worth to 
explain to all kind of audiences. They are the day-night cycle (including the irradiance and the presence of 
clouds), the collector angle, and its inlet temperature, the ambient temperature, and the fluid flow velocity. 
Taking into considerations these parameters, a desirable educational experiment was defined. 

The solar irradiance is the most critical element in solar systems. It is the source of energy of solar systems, 
but cannot be manipulated and is not available during the 24 hours. As first approach prior to explain the 
influence of the irradiance it was desired to show its availability by means of the simulation of a day-night 
full cycle with clear sky. For this task, a sun icon able to cross the sky and a chart to represent the irradiance 
evolution have been included in the tool. People can observe the influence of the sun evolution (or solar 
time) in the irradiance value, and at the same time, they can observe the typical irradiance curve in the chart 
as result of the simulation. 

Next, the influence of the clouds, an obstacle for the solar irradiance to reach the collector surface, is 
presented. This is made by setting the cloud in the middle of the sun predefined trajectory, then when the sun 
is partially covered by the cloud, irradiance starts to decrease, reaching to zero when the sun is totally 
covered. By means of this experiment, people can observe that, when an obstacle is placed between the sun 
and the collector, the irradiance reaching its surface decreases. In the chart, they can observe that, the perfect 
curve introduced previously has a noticeable fall of irradiance during a period equal to the one where the sun 
was covered by the clouds. 

The collector angle is also a critical factor in the solar parabolic-trough systems. If the orientation is not 
correct, the beams does not reach the collector cylindrical surface with the correct angle, and the fluid 
temperature cannot be increased. To transmit this concept to the users of the system, after introducing the 
different elements in the system and the way in which they are operated, the next experiment steps could be 
performed: (i) set a fixed angle for the parabolic-trough collector and simulate a 24 hours period with it, (ii) 
set the sun in a fixed position in the sky, whenever an acceptable irradiance level is expected, trying to focus 
the parabolic-trough collector to increase the outlet temperature, (iii) set the sun to automatically follow its 
predefined trajectory among the sky, and set the collector to automatically track the sun perfectly. 

Performing (i), people can observe that the outlet temperature presents a temperature increment during the 
short period that the sun was placed in the position where the collector was focused into. Performing (ii) 
allows them to realize that the parabolic-trough collector focus on the sun must be close to perfect or not 
effect will be obtained, and (iii) presents them a comparison among the irradiance and the parabolic-trough 
collector outlet temperature evolution during a perfect tracking. 

As next step, they would be able to modify the parabolic-trough collector inlet temperature. They can fix all 
the other parameters and modify only the inlet temperature to study the way in which it affects its outlet 
temperature. 

After experimenting with the inlet temperature, they could experiment modifying the ambient temperature, to 
realize that even if low values result in higher thermal losses to the ambient in the collector, the effect of its 
variations in the allowed range (20 to 30 ºC) is minimal. That is, ambient temperature variations with a big 
magnitude are necessary to cause a noticeable influence in the parabolic-trough system. 

Finally, the effects of flow variations of the fluid can be analyzed. The effect of variations of this parameter 
can be difficult to understand if the process is not explained in a simpler way, so, it is advisable to present an 
example of the influence of velocity in the temperature increment when moving through a hotspot. For 
example, a comparison among the water flowing to pass through the collector, and the hands moving through 
a fire, and how when they move fast, the temperature increment is low while a slow movement results in 
higher temperature increments could be helpful for the audience to understand the fluid flow influence. Then 
the simulator can be used to validate the fluid effects, showing in the charts how when the volumetric flow 
decreases, the plant outlet temperature increases, and when the flow increases, the outlet temperature 
decreases. Users can modify this parameter freely to observe the magnitude of this influence. 

It is important to highlight that, during all the experiments, not only the commented parameters but the 
parabolic-trough collector performance is shown in the charts. 
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Where Qa represents the absorbed energy and QL the losses. The absorbed energy is given by: 

 

Where Gb represents the direct irradiance in a horizontal plane, Ac represents the collector aperture area, and 
0 represents the optical efficiency. The losses to the environment QL are given by: 

 

Where TR is the receiver’s temperature, AR is the receiver area and UL the overall loss coefficient. By 
combining equations (2) and (3) with equation (1) it results in, 

 

By introducing the removal factor FR the equation becomes, 

 

Considering an overall loss coefficient linear with temperature we obtain, 

 

which results in, 

 

To obtain the efficiency, the useful energy should be divided by the incident energy GbAc, which results in 
the equation, 

 

where C represents the concentration ratio and is given by, 

 

By doing the following substitutions, 

 

the second order semi-empirical equation for efficiency is obtained, which is based on the collector aperture 
area, 

 

where a0,a1 and a2 are coefficients that are experimentally determined, T  is the temperature differential 
between the fluid and the ambient, and Gb is the direct irradiance. 
An incidence angle modifier k  is added to the equation to account for the influence of the incidence angle 
in the collector tracking plane resulting in, 
 

 

 
The transient effects due to the capacitance of the collector are not taken in account to simplify equations, so 
a stationary model is used. 

4.3 Characterization 
The coefficients a0 a1 and a2 used were the ones that characterize the parabolic trough collector from 
Industrial Solar Technologies (IST), and have the following values: 
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4.3.2 Diffuse Radiation  
The coefficient to convert the diffuse daily radiation to hourly radiation is given by, 

 

The values of daily irradiance Hd and Ht are introduced in the database for the location in consideration. 

5. Results and conclusions 

This educational tool has been exposed in Parque de las Ciencias de Granada (Spain) from May to 
September 2010. During this event, users were able to interact freely with the tool by themselves, or to attend 
to scheduled lessons where concepts related to solar energy and parabolic-trough collectors were introduced 
by a teaching agent with the help of the tool, to support the theoretical contents exposition. All kind of users 
interacted with the tool, and an interesting fact to take into account was the number of parents using the tool 
together with their children. To create an educational resource able to catch children eye, but where the way 
that the concepts and the interaction is defined is also interesting for adults, is a good strategy to catch both 
groups attention and to have a high probability of both groups using the tool. Furthermore, it has also been 
used as a teaching support for visitors of the CIESOL Solar Research Center, Almería, Spain. The duration 
of these sessions use to be close to one hour, and during them, thirty minutes were used to introduce the 
concepts defined in this work and to perform the experiment defined in section 2. The feedback received was 
very good, encouraging the future work in the educational tools field. As future work, a similar tool more 
oriented to be used by the users at home, where they can spend more time readying more detailed theoretical 
explanations on physics fundamentals and have more time to perform experiments with the system, will be 
developed. This new tool will present also a more detailed process, where dynamical models will be used to 
characterize the system dynamics, and the definition of new parameters will be included.. 
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